Kuny's has been THE INDUSTRY STANDARD for over 40 years through
an unrivaled dedication to innovation, craftmanship and quality.
Welcome to the Kuny's work gear catalog. Our product designers
have worked tirelessly to create classic styles with functional
features that fit the needs of even the most discerning tradesman.
While our factory craftsmen and women have taken great care
in building each item to ensure quality throughout. Not only are
our products stylish and functional, they’re built tough, too. We’ve
selected the right materials throughout, and use proper construction
techniques that will give you unrivaled durability. We take great
pride in being the leader in the work gear category and work hard
to remain The Industry Standard.

Innovation

Craftsmanship

Quality
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3 Levels of light output allow
adjustment for wide area
illumination or close-up work.

LED light handle can be easily
directed at work area or into
toolbag to help identify tools
and parts.

Light Output/Levels:
39 Lumens max., 3 Levels.

Powered by two AAA
batteries, included.

Convenient open compartment
for power tools and accessories.

™
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LIGHT

LIGHT

LIGHT

Kuny’s Tech Gear Series brings innovation to the jobsite. Whether you’re an HVAC technician,
electrician, plumber, or maintenance repair professional, the seamless integration of power
distribution and rotating lights is sure to be a helpful convenience on any job. Tech Gear’s
rotating LED lighted tool bags help you see into your bag or finish a project when light is scarce.
We’ve designed and built Tech Gear bags to be the next generation of tool storage.
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LIGHTED HANDLE 17"
ROLLER BAG
Patent#: 9,204,699

L258

POCKETS

17

The Lighted Handle Roller Bag is a versatile bag that allows for easy
transportation of your power tools and accessories over almost any
terrain. Perfect for any job site, the built-in swiveling handle light
allows you to light your work area or the inside of your bag with ease.

FEATURES

› Convenient, integrated 3 level
LED light system.

› Large, sturdy telescoping handle
extends for fast transport of
heavy loads.

› Large interior holds most large

› 6 Multi-use pockets inside and 11
outside to help organize a wide
variety of hand tools.

› Light output: 39 Lumens max.
› Powered by two AAA batteries
(included).

power tools and accessories.

A CLOSER LOOK

› Swivels to light work

area or bag contents.

LIGHTED TOOL BACKPACK

Patent#: D821,621 and Patent Pending

L255

POCKETS

53

The Tech Gear L255 Lighted backpack is a versatile tool bag that comes
with an integrated 3 level LED light and holds a multitude of tools and
accessories like drills, extension cords,pliers, screwdrivers, wrench
sets, drill bits, testers and much more.

FEATURES

› Convenient, integrated 3 level
LED light system.

› LED light can be easily

directed at work area or into
backpack to help identify tools
and parts.

› Powered by 2 AAA

› 3 Levels of light output allow adjustment
for widearea illumination or close-up
work.

› Light output: 39 Lumens max.
› 9 Multi-use pockets inside and 44

outside to help organizea wide variety
of hand tools.

batteries (included).

A CLOSER LOOK

› Large mesh pads on

back for extra comfort.

› Swivels to light work

area or bag contents.

› Base pad feet

to help reduce
wear and abrasion.
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› Double zipper top folds › Heavy-duty treaded
back and magnetically
	attaches to telescoping
handle.

wheels for easy bag
movement over rough
terrain.

BAR HANDLE LIGHT 15" OPEN
TOP TOOL CARRIER
Patent#: 9,101,190

POCKETS

22

Open top tool carrier with 360° rotating 3 level LED lights and ergonomic
handle are designed to help you work in low light conditions when you
need to complete a project or look inside your tool bag.

TECH GEAR

L234

FEATURES

› Convenient open compartment

for power tools and accessories.

› 6 Multi-use pockets inside

and 16 outside to help organize
a widevariety of hand tools.

› Base pad feet to help reduce wear
and abrasion.

› LED light handle can be easily

directed at work areaor into tool
carrier to help identify tools and
parts.

› 3 Levels of light output allow adjustment
for wide area illumination or close-up
work.

› Padded, adjustable shoulder strap › Light output: 39 Lumens max.
for easy carrying.

A CLOSER LOOK

› Swivels to light work

area or bag contents.

› Ergonomic handle

design helps reduce
fatigue.

› Powered by 2 AAA

batteries (included).

LIGHTED 14" CLOSED TOP
TOOL BAG

Patent#: D821,621 and Patent Pending

L230

POCKETS

29

The BigMouth™ tool bag with 3 level LED lights are designed to help you
work in low light conditions when you need to complete a project or look
inside your tool bag.

FEATURES

› Convenient, integrated 3 level
LED light system.

› 11 Multi-use pockets inside and
18 outside to help organize
a widevariety of hand tools.

› BigMouth

design gives easy
access to tools and accessories.
™

› Padded web carrying handles

› LED light

can be easily directed at work
area or into tool carrier to help identify
tools and parts.

› 3 Levels of light output allow adjustment
for widearea illumination or close-up
work.

› Light output: 39 Lumens max.

and adjustable shoulder strap.

A CLOSER LOOK

› Swivels to light work

area or bag contents.

› Powered by 2 AAA

batteries (included).

› Base pad feet

to help reduce
wear and abrasion.
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JOBSITE PROFILE: HVAC

SW1578

21 Pocket -14" OPEN TOP SOFTSIDED TOOL BOX
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GENERAL SOFTSIDE TOOL CARRIER FEATURES
We offer the most complete line of tool bags in the industry. Check out our line of Tray Totes™,
our accessible BigMouth® bags, or our bucket organizers. We have a bag to fill every need.
Better still is how each bag is organized internally with plenty of pockets and straps to keep
your hand tools in place.
Adjustable padded shoulder straps
with slip-resistant material.

Padded web carrying handles.
2 Main zippered
compartments
and a large adjustable
exterior pocket.

2-Way adjustable sternum strap.

36 Inside and 8 outside
pockets to organize
a wide variety of tools
and accessories.

Heavy-duty zippers.

SOFTSIDE CATEGORY FORMATS
#SW1528

#SW1578

› TOOL CARRIER
#SW1119

› BUCKET ORGANIZER

#SW1163

› TOOL BOX

#SW1134

› TOTE BAG

#SW1534

› TOTE BAG with TRAY

› BACKPACK
#SW1111

› GEAR BAG
11

EL748

SW1528

8" ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL CARRIER

11" ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL CARRIER

POCKETS

POCKETS

25

› 7" x 5½" Multi-compartment
plastic tray included to
organize small parts.

› Box-shaped design prevents
tipping over.

22

› Pockets for drill bits and tips,

› 8.75"x 6.5" Multi-compartment › 14 Multi-use outside pockets

› Padded carrying handle and

› Padded carrying handle and

testers, pliers, screwdrivers, etc.
adjustable shoulder strap.

› 8"L x 8"W x 16"H

plastic tray included.

adjustable shoulder strap.

and 8 inside to organize a wide
range of tools and accessories.

› 11"L x 9"W x 19"H

SW1529
16" CENTER TRAY TOOL BAG

POCKETS

SW1534
16" TOTE BAG WITH TOP PLASTIC TRAY

POCKETS

17

› 13½"x 9" Multi-compartment › 9 Pockets outside and 8 inside
plastic tray included, stores
in middle compartment
for easy access to the rest
of bag contents.

› Main pocket with web loops

to accommodate large tools.

to organize a wide range
of tools and accessories.

25

› 12 Pockets inside and 13

pockets outside to organize
tools and accessories.

› Padded carrying handles and

› Padded web carrying handles

› 16"L x 9"W x 9"H

› Abrasion resistant rubber feet.

adjustable shoulder strap.

and adjustable shoulder strap.

› 10" x 3" Multi-compartment

plastic tray to organize small
parts, recessed in top for
easy access.

› 16"L x 8"W x 11"H

SW1579

SW1578
14" OPEN TOP SOFTSIDED TOOL BOX

POCKETS

POCKETS

21

› 21 Multi-use pockets to
organize a wide range of
tools and accessories.

› Sturdy metal handle bar
with foam grip for easy
carrying.

› Padded adjustable shoulder strap.
› Zippered pocket to secure
valuables.

› 14"L x 11"W x 11"H

27

› Removable and

› 12 Pockets outside and 15

› Sturdy metal handle bar with

› Padded adjustable shoulder strap.
› 20"L x 11"W x 11"H

adjustable
partition slides into place
to customize tool box to your
storage needs.

foam grip for easy carrying.

12
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pockets inside provide storage
and organization for your favorite
hand tools.

HEAVY-DUTY TOOL BACKPACK

POCKETS

75

› Made of ballistic polyester fabric.
› Enough interior panels to hold
a multitude of tools including:
14 pc. wrench sets, drills,
extension cords, pliers,
screwdrivers and much more.

SOFTSIDE TOOL CARRIERS

SW1132

› 7"x 5" Multi-compartment
plastic tray included.

› Carry it with adjustable padded
shoulder straps or handles.

› 13"W x 17½"H x 9"D

SW1134
DELUXE TOOL BACKPACK

POCKETS

44

› 36 Inside and 8 outside pockets

to organize a wide variety of tools
and accessories.

› 2 Main zippered compartments
and a large adjustable
exterior pocket.

› Adjustable padded shoulder straps
with slip-resistant material.

› 2-Way adjustable sternum strap.
› 13¼"W x 16"H x 7½"D

SW1539
18" MULTI-COMPARTMENT TOOL CARRIER

POCKETS

POCKETS

50

› 43 Pockets inside and 7 outside › Zippered side panels prevent
to organize tools and accessories.

› Large center compartment

to carry power tools and
accessories and 2 separate
outside compartments.

SW1537
13" MULTI-COMPARTMENT TOOL CARRIER

spillage of tools when carrying
or storing carrier.

› Vertical pockets keep tools
in sight for quick access.

› 18"L x 7"W x 14"H

30

› 20 Pockets inside and
10 pockets outside
to organize tools and
accessories.

› Zippered side panel prevents

spillage of tools when carrying
or storing carrier.

› Vertical pockets keep tools
in sight for quick access.

› Padded, reinforced web

carrying handles and
adjustable shoulder strap.

› 13"L x 7"W x 13"H
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SW1164
24" MEGAMOUTH™ TOTE BAG

POCKETS

SW1163
18" MEGAMOUTH™ TOTE BAG

POCKETS

32

› 12 Multi-use pockets inside › Large interior to carry power

tools, circular saws, hard hats, etc.

and 20 outside organize tools
and accessories.

› Padded handles and adjustable

open for easy access.

› 24"L x 11"W x 12"H

› Internal metal frame holds bag

shoulder strap.

25

› 12 Multi-use pockets inside

and 13 outside organize tools
and accessories.

› Internal metal frame holds bag
open for easy access.

› Large interior to carry power

tools, circular saws, hard hats, etc.

› Padded handles and adjustable
shoulder strap.

› 18"L x 11"W x 12"H

SW 797
16" LARGE BIGMOUTH TOTE BAG

POCKETS

SW798
12" BIGMOUTH TOTE BAG

®

®

POCKETS

22

23

› 12 Multi-use pockets inside

› Padded reinforced web carrying

› 17 Multi-use pockets inside

› Reinforced web carrying handles.
› Heavy duty stitching and bar

› Opens wide for easy access

› Heavy duty stitching and bar

› Opens wide for easy access

› 12"L x 8½"W x 8"H

and 10 outside organize tools
and accessories.
to bag’s contents.

handles and adjustable shoulder
strap.
tacking at all stress points.

› 16"L x 8½"W x 10"H

and 6 outside organize tools
and accessories.
to bag’s contents.

SW1111
24" ALL PURPOSE GEAR BAG

POCKETS

7

› All-purpose gear bag perfect

for carrying air hoses, power
tools, extension cords, etc.

› 7 Outside pockets to organize
small tools or accessories.

› Padded adjustable shoulder strap.
› Abrasion resistant rubber feet.
› Reinforced padded carrying handles.
› 24"L x 12"W x 12"H

14
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tacking at all stress points.

SW1107
2 UTILITY BAG COMBO

› Designed for plumbers,

› Separate and organize small

› Reinforced bottom panels.

› Web carry handles.
› Medium 12"L x 4½"W x 5½"H
› Large 14"L x 5½"W x 6"H

electricians, maintenance
personnel, paint and general
contractors.

parts and hand tools.

TOP-OF-THE-LINE BUCKET ORGANIZER

POCKETS

36 Triple row outside pockets,
25 double row inside pockets
to organize a wide range of
tools and accessories.

61

SOFTSIDE TOOL CARRIERS

SW4122

Drill holder with side release
buckle security strap.

Made of durable, rugged,
polyester fabric.

Designed to fit most standard
3½ to 5 - gallon buckets.

SW1148
DRAWSTRING BUCKETBAG ™

POCKETS

POCKETS

18

› 6 Large compartments for
organizing and stowing
small parts.

› 6 Pockets outside and 6

inside for a variety of tools
and accessories.

SW1119
BUCKET ORGANIZER

› Easy-lock/push button-release
drawstring system.

› “Soft” bottom panel prevents
tipping and spilling.

› 10" Diameter x 7" High.

48

› 14 Double row pockets inside › Drill holder with side release
and 34 triple row outside
organize a wide range of tools
and accessories.

› Tape strap and key clip

buckle security strap.

› Designed to fit most standard
3½ to 5 - gallon buckets.

included.
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Contoured molded neoprene lining.
TPE gel pad is impact zone
oriented for all day comfort.
Injection-molded polyurethane
ergonomically designed to fit
thecontours of the knee.

Non-marring cap for
multi-surface applications.

Flexible TPE cap provides a sturdy tack.
Our Stabili-Cap™ design provides a solid
kneeling base and also allows for easier
forward movement, effectively increasing
your range of motion.

We design every kneepad we make with a focus on comfort, protection and function. Our top-ofthe-line kneepads offer the ultimate in comfort by using a combination of layered gel and soft foam
padding. The knee cups and strap systems are designed to hold the kneepad in place and make the
fit as comfortable and safe as possible. We have kneepads for all applications with caps designed
for stability, mobility, or for polished surfaces.

16
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KEY KNEEPAD LAYER CONSTRUCTIONS
#KP372

GEL ULTRA

GEL PLUS

#KP367
Molded Neoprene

Neoprene Lining

TPE Gel Pad

Perforated TPE
Gel Pad

Injected PU Foam
EVA Foam

Injection-molded polyurethane and Gel 
technology give our Contour-Fit Knee Cups™
unsurpassed all day comfort and support.

#KP342

2x Foam

Layered Gel, high density closed-cellfoam and
neoprene padding for superiorall day comfort.

Foam

#KPV237
Center Neoprene
Panel

Tricot Lining

Core Foam

EVA Foam
EVA Foam

High-density, closed-cell foam inner pads
for all day comfort.

TPE: Thermoplastic Elastomers

High-density, closed-cell foam padding
for all day comfort.

EVA: Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate

PU: Polyurethane

KEY KNEEPAD CAP AND SURFACE USES

FS Flooring Surface

Non-Marring Cap

Outdoor, Indoor, Cement, Brick, and
Flooring Surfaces.

Hard Cap

Outdoor, Landscaping, Cement, Brick, and
Stone Surfaces.

Indoor, Tile, Wood, Carpet, and Linoleum
Flooring Surfaces.

MS Multi-Surface

RS RUGGED Surface

Flexible TPE Cap

GS

GENERAL Surface

Molded Foam Cap

Gardening and Home Projects.
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KP378
GEL STABILI- CAP ARTICULATEDKNEEPADS
™

SURFACE

MS - MULTI-SURFACE

› Our Stabili-Cap design

provides a solid kneeling base
and also allows for easier
forward movement, effectively
increasing your range of motion.

› One size fits most.

GEL ULTRA

› Articulated straps are configured

to allow kneepads to “float over”
the knees when standing, requires
less strap adjustment, and provide
greater all day comfort than
traditional strap systems

KP372
GEL FLOORING KNEEPAD

SURFACE

FS - FLOORING SURFACE

› Softcap design resists

scratching andworks well on
hard, polished finish surfaces.

› Web and woven elastic straps
with slide buckle connectors
allow for easyadjustment and
a secure fit.

GEL ULTRA

› Injection-molded polyurethane and

Gel technology give our Contour
Fit Knee Cups unsurpassedall
day comfort and support.

› One size fits most.

KP367
AIRFLOW GEL KNEEPADS

SURFACE

MS - MULTI-SURFACE

› Airflow side panel design helps
ventilate kneepad and reduce
heat build-up.

› Layered Gel, high density closed
cell foam and neoprene padding
for superior all day comfort.

KP340
PROFRESSIONAL GEL KNEEPADS

GEL PLUS

› Stabili-cap design provides

a solid kneeling base and also
allows for easier forward
movement, effectively increasing
your range of motion.

› One size fits most.

SURFACE

RS - RUGGED SURFACE

GEL PLUS

› Crafted from 1680D ballistic

› Thick, high density foam for all

› “Comfort Zone” gel center

› Breathable neoprene lower

polyester throughout.
provides maximum
cushioning for all day
wearability.

day comfort.

straps secure below the knee
for comfort all day long.

› One size fits most.

KP345
PROFRESSIONAL KNEEPADS

SURFACE

RS - RUGGED SURFACE

KP303
PROFESSIONAL HARD SHELL KNEEPADS

FOAM

SURFACE

RS - RUGGED SURFACE

› Thick, high-density, closed-cell

› Large caps for more

› Hard shell caps with tough

› Breathable neoprene lower

› Upper elastic strap with slide

› Thick foam padding for

foam for all day comfort.

straps secure below the
knee for added comfort.

protective coverage.

buckle fasteners for rapid fit.

› One size fits most.

18
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durable fabric.

all-day comfort.

FOAM

› Buckle style fastening

system with adjustable straps
for convenience and fit.

› One size fits most.

kneepads

KPG361
PROFESSIONAL ULTRAFLEX ® GEL KNEEPADS

SURFACE

FS - FLOORING SURFACE

› “Comfort Zone” gel center

provides maximum cushioning
for all-day wearability.

› Ultaraflex® upper cap design
for comfort and protection.

FOAM GEL

› Soft, flexible outer shell protects

and grips most surfaces without
scratching or scuffing.

› Memory-Flex syhthetic rubber
straps.

› Slot and Dot strap connections. › One size fits most.

KP309
ULTRAFLEX ® NON-SKID KNEEPADS

SURFACE

FS - FLOORING SURFACE

FOAM

› Ultraflex

› High density, closed-cell foam

› Soft, flexible outer shell

› Slot and Dot strap connections.
› Memory-Flex synthetic

®
upper cap design
for comfort and protection.

protects and grips most
surfaces without scratching
or scuffing.

for all-day comfort.

rubber straps.

› One size fits most.

KP342
HEAVY-DUTY FLOORING KNEEPADS

SURFACE

FS - FLOORING SURFACE

› Heavy-duty construction
throughout.

› Comfortable foam padding
for extra protection.

FLOORING KNEEPADS
2X FOAM

› Slide buckle style fastening

system with adjustable straps
for convenience and fit.

› One size fits most.

KPV237
SWIVEL CAP KNEEPADS

SURFACE

MS - MULTI-SURFACE

› Exclusive grooved cap design
prevents thread abrasion.

› Slide buckle style fastening

system with adjustable straps.

KP302

FOAM

SURFACE

GS - GENERAL SURFACE

› Heavy duty poly fabric
construction.

FOAM

› One size fits most.

› Slide buckle style fastening

system with adjustable straps
for convenience and fit.

KP295
STITCHED PLASTIC CAP KNEEPADS

SURFACE

RS - RUGGED SURFACE

FOAM

› Comfortable foam padding

› Exclusive grooved cap design

› Comfortable foam padding

› Tough, lightweight fabric covering.
› One size fits most.

› Super tough, lightweight

› Comfortable, double straps

for extra knee protection.

prevents thread abrasion.
fabric covering.

for extra knee protection.

with hook and loop fasteners.

› One size fits most.
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KP280
ARMOR-FLEX KNEEPAD

SURFACE

KP314
DURABLE FOAM KNEEPADS

MS - MULTI-SURFACE

SURFACE

FOAM

FOAM

GS - GENERAL SURFACE

› Dense, laser cut, closed-cell

› Web and elastic straps with

› Extra length, thick molded foam › Double adjustable elastic straps

› Side-cut cap and pad design

› Flexible cap.
› One size fits most.

› Hook and loop fasteners.

foam for a better fit and
added protection.

for comfort and mobility.

quick-clip connectors.

for comfort and protection.

for a better fit.

› One size fits most.

KP315
DURABLE FOAM KNEEPADS

SURFACE

GS - GENERAL SURFACE

FOAM

› Flat face and deep cup design › Adjustable elastic straps for
for added stability.

› Thick cushioned rubber for
heavy industrial use.

KP231B
FOAM KNEEPADS

a good fit.

› One size fits most.

SURFACE

GS - GENERAL SURFACE

› Molded foam for comfort.
› Adjustable elastic strap.

› Hook and loop fasteners.
› One size fits most.

KP305A
PROFESSIONAL HEAVY-DUTY MOLDED
RUBBER KNEEPADS

SURFACE

MS - MULTI-SURFACE

RUBBER

› Flat face and deep cup design › Double adjustable leather straps
for added stability.

› Thick cushioned rubber for
heavy industrial use.

with steel buckles for secure fit.

› One size fits most.

20
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FOAM

KP308
MOLDED RUBBER KNEEPADS

SURFACE

MS - MULTI-SURFACE

› Molded rubber.
› Elastic straps with hook
and loop fasteners.

RUBBER

› Lightweight and durable.
› One size fits most.

kneepads

KP300
HEAVY-DUTY LEATHER KNEEPADS

SURFACE

MS - MULTI-SURFACE

› Designed for comfort,

protection, and support.

› Thick water-repellent
felt lining.

› Heavy-duty leather.

KP313
HEAVY-DUTY EXTRA PADDING LEATHER KNEEPADS

SURFACE

FELT

› Riveted for extra strength.
› Adjustable leather straps with
steel buckles.

› One size fits most.

MS - MULTI-SURFACE

FELT

› Designed for comfort,

› Adjustable leather straps with

› Double thickness felt lining

› Riveted for extra strength.
› One size fits most.

protection, and support.
for all day comfort.

› Heavy-duty leather.

steel buckles.

305

303

X-LARGE INDUSTRIAL KNEELING MAT

LARGE INDUSTRIAL KNEELING MAT

› NBR material will not degrade › Silicone free material.
from contact with oil or
› Beveled edge design.
petroleum.
› 36" x 18"
› Unique handle location provides

› NBR material will not degrade › Silicone free material.
from contact with oil or
› Beveled edge design.
petroleum.
› 28" x 16"
› Unique handle location provides

› Excellent shock absorption

› Excellent shock absorption and

more useful kneeling area.

more useful kneeling area.

and cushioning properties.

cushioning properties.

302

301

MEDIUM INDUSTRIAL KNEELING MAT

SMALL INDUSTRIAL KNEELING MAT

› NBR material will not degrade › Excellent shock absorption and

› NBR material will not degrade › Excellent shock absorption

from contact with oil or
petroleum.

› Unique handle location
provides more useful
kneeling area.

cushioning properties.

› Silicone free material.
› 21" x 14"

from contact with oil or
petroleum.

› Unique handle location
provides more useful
kneeling area.

and cushioning properties.

› Silicone free material.
› 18" x 8"

21
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21453

18 Pocket - PRO FRAMER'S HEAVY-DUTY LEATHER COMBO SYSTEM
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BALLISTIC NYLON

LEATHER

Introducing Kuny's newest and ultimate line of Work Gear, the Signature Elite Series. Our Signature
Elite Series combines traditional styles and materials with innovative function and features that are
tough and durable to meet the needs of the professional construction worker and will stand up to
the most demanding jobsites. Kuny's Signature Elite Series is built with the best materials and our
more than 35 years of unrivaled quality and functionality that professional tradesman have come to
rely upon. Kuny's has set the industry standard for long-lasting, well designed work gear, and with
our new line of Signature Elite Series, The TRADITION CONTINUES…

HEAVY-DUTY 1680D BALLISTIC
NYLON and HEAVY- DUTY
THICK LEATHER

HEAVY- DUTY
THICK LEATHER

SIGNATURE ELITE KEY FEATURES

CARRYING HANDLE SYSTEM

RIVET POINTS

Easy carry handle
design provides simple
adjustments, easy
carrying and storage
of combo without
without spilling contents.

GUSSET POCKETS

Rivets with double washers
at all stress points for
added durability.

POCKET VARIETY

Gusset design front
pockets for easy access
to nails and fasteners.

Variety of sizes and tool
specific pockets for
customized apron set up.
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21453
TOP OF THE LINE PRO FRAMER'S HEAVY-DUTY
LEATHER COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS

› Easy carry handle design

18

21453X - Fits waist sizes 40"- 52".
3" Wide, heavy-duty leather belt
with double tongue roller buckle.

Crafted from premium
heavy-duty top grain
leather.

Easy carry handle design provides simple
adjustments, easy carrying and storage
of apron without spilling contents.

Fits waist sizes 29"- 42".

6 Main reversed nail and
tool pockets and 10 smaller
pockets fit pliers, nail sets,
pencils, knife, etc.

Leather tape, combination
square and pry bar holders.

21455
TOP OF THE LINE PRO FRAMER'S HEAVY-DUTY
LEATHER COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS

› Easy carry handle design

19

› Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments,

› 7 Main reversed nail and tool pockets and 10 smaller pockets

› Crafted from premium heavy-duty top grain leather.
› 3" Wide, heavy-duty leather belt with double tongue

› Leather tape, combination square and pry bar holders.
› Fits waist sizes 29" – 42".

easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.

roller buckle.

21455X - Fits waist sizes 40"- 52".
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fit pliers, nail sets, pencils, knife, etc.

POCKETS

› Easy carry handle design

17

54531X - Fits waist sizes 40"- 52".
Crafted from super tough,
double layer 1680D Ballistic
NYLON fabric and heavy-duty
top grain leather.

Easy carry handle design provides simple
adjustments, easy carrying and storage
of apron without spilling contents.

3" Wide, heavy-duty leather belt
with double tongue roller buckle.

SIGNATURE ELITE SERIES

54531
TOP OF THE LINE PRO FRAMER'S BALLISTIC
NYLON COMBO SYSTEM

Fits waist sizes 29"- 42".

Sta-Open webbing feature on
main and front pockets help
keep pockets open for easy
reach of nails and tools.

Gusset design front pockets
for easy access to nails
and fasteners.

54560
TOP OF THE LINE PRO FRAMERS’S ADJUSTABLE
B ALLISTIC NYLON APRON

POCKETS

› Easy carry handle design

19

› Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments,

› Padded belt with heavy-duty leather tabs with double tongue

› Gusset design front pockets for easy access to nails and fasteners.
› Crafted from super tough, double layer 1680D Ballistic NYLON

› Heavy-duty leather tool holders and reinforced leather bottoms

easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.

fabric and heavy-dutytop grain leather.

› Sta-Open webbing feature on main and front pockets help keep

roller buckle.

on main pockets.

› Fully adjustable, fits pant waist sizes 32" – 41" and for seasonal
clothing changes.

pockets open for easyreach of nails and tools.
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21428
CONSTRUCTION WORKER’S HEAVY-DUTY
LEATHER NAIL & TOOL BAG

POCKETS

21685
CONSTRUCTION WORKER’S HEAVY-DUTY
LEATHER NAIL & TOOL BAG

POCKETS

10

› Easy carry handle design for

easy adjustments, easy storage
and the ideal way to carry bag
without spilling contents.

› Crafted from premium

› 3 Main reversed nail and tool

pockets and 7 small pockets fit
pliers, nail sets, pencils, knife, etc.

› Molded leather tape holder.

heavy-duty top grain leather.

8

› Easy carry handle design for

easy adjustments, easy storage
and the ideal way to carry bag
without spilling contents.

› Crafted from premium

heavy-duty top grain leather.

› 3 Main reversed nail and tool

pockets and 5 small pockets fit
pliers, nail sets, pencils, knife, etc.

› Leather combination square and
pry bar holders.

21687
CONSTRUCTION WORKER’S HEAVY-DUTY
LEATHER NAIL & TOOL BAG

POCKETS

› Easy carry handle design for

easy adjustments, easy storage
and the ideal way to carry bag
without spilling contents.
heavy-duty top grain leather.

› 4 Main reversed nail and tool

pockets and 5 small pockets fit
pliers, nail sets, pencils, knife, etc.

› Leather combination square and
pry bar holders.
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PRO DRYWALLER'S HEAVY-DUTY
LEATHER TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

9

› Crafted from premium

21485

kunysleather.com

11

› Crafted from premium

› Pockets for circle cutter, metal

› Large tool pouch for drywall

› Steel metal hammer loop.
› Fits belts up to 3" wide.

heavy-duty top grain leather.

professionals.

snips, saw, knife, pencils, etc.

SIGNATURE ELITE SERIES

51685

51838
CONSTRUCTION WORKER’S BALLISTIC NYLON
NAIL & TOOL BAG

POCKETS

CONSTRUCTION WORKER’S BALLISTIC NYLON
NAIL & TOOL BAG

POCKETS

10

7

› Easy carry handle design for

› Crafted from super tough, double

› Easy carry handle design for

› Crafted from super tough, double

› Gusset design front pockets

› Sta-Open webbing featureon

› Gusset design front pockets

› Sta-Open webbing featureon

easy adjustments, easy storage
and the ideal way to carry bag
without spilling contents.
for easy accessto nails and
fasteners.

› Molded leather tape holder.

layer 1680D Ballistic NYLON
fabric and heavy-duty top grain
leather.

main and front pockets help keep
pockets open for easy reach of
nails and tools.

easy adjustments, easy storage
and the ideal way to carry bag
without spilling contents.
for easy accessto nails and
fasteners.

› Leather combination square

layer 1680D Ballistic NYLON
fabric and heavy-duty top grain
leather.

main and front pockets help keep
pockets open for easy reach of
nails and tools.

and pry bar holder.

21441
HEAVY-DUTY LEATHER
 AMMER HOLDER
H

21962
3" TAPERED HEAVY-DUTY LEATHER
WORK BELT

› Crafted from premium

› Cradle design eliminates hammer

› Crafted from premium

› 2" Double tongue steel roller

› Extra rear leather for comfort

› Fits belts up to 3" wide.

› Front cut down design for

› Fits waist sizes 29" – 42".

heavy-duty top grain leather.

and durable use.

pivoting.

heavy-duty top grain leather.

bending comfort.

buckle.

21962X - Fits waist sizes 40"- 52".
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21503
HEAVY-DUTY LEATHER ELECTRICAL/MAINTENANCE
TOOL CADDY

POCKETS

21465
HEAVY-DUTY LEATHER
HAMMER/TOOL HOLDER

POCKETS

5

4

› Crafted from premium

› Pockets for pliers, screwdrivers,

› Crafted from premium

› Pockets for screwdrivers, pliers,

› Handy compact tool organizer

› Fits belts up to 3" wide.

› Large main pocket with fiber

› Steel metal hammer loop.
› Fits belts up to 3" wide.

heavy-duty top grain leather.

for multiple applications.

box cutters, pencils, etc.

› Perfect for small

heavy-duty top grain leather.

liner that resists cut-through,
ideal for chisel or work knives.

pencils, etc.

maintenance/electrical work,
gardeners, shop workers,
cabinet makers, etc.

21464
HEAVY-DUTY LEATHER TAPE/TOOL HOLDER

POCKETS

4

21443
HEAVY DUTY LEATHER HAMMER/TOOL HOLDER

POCKETS

1

› Crafted from premium

› Pockets for screwdrivers, pliers,

› Crafted from premium

› Large main pocket with fiber

› Leather tape holder.
› Fits belts up to 3" wide.

› Pocket for pliers or other

heavy-duty top grain leather.

liner that resists cut-through,
ideal for chisel or work knives.

pencils, etc.
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heavy-duty top grain leather.
tools.

› Steel metal hammer loop.
› Fits belts up to 3" wide.

FULLY-ADJUSTABLE, PADDED YOKE
LEATHER SUSPENDERS

SIZE

ONE SIZE

› Crafted from premium heavy- duty top grain leather and
1680D Ballistic NYLON fabric.

› Includes leather loops for easy and secure attachment to

SIGNATURE ELITE SERIES

21522

combos or aprons with belts up to 3" wide.

› Contoured yoke distributes weight evenly without strain on
lower back and hips.

› Padded yoke lined with neoprene material for all day comfort.
› Fully adjustable leather straps are secured to yoke to keep
them on your shoulders.

› Heavy duty snaps for easy-on, easy-off attachment to leather
belt loops.

› Adjustable chest leather strap.
› Pockets on both front sides for pencils or clip-on items.
› D-ring for easy storage of suspenders - Not be used as
safety attachment.

› One size fits most.

Includes leather loops for
easy and secure attachment
to combos or aprons with
belts up to 3" wide.

4 Point loop belt connects
to most tool aprons.

Padded yoke lined with
neoprene material for
all day comfort.

51110
BLACK NYLON WORK SUSPENDERS

SIZE

ONE SIZE

› 2" Wide heavy- duty NYLON webbing for extra strength.
› Adjustable to fit most sizes.
› Heavy- duty top grain leather rear webbing separator.
› Heavy- duty front and rear clips.
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JOBSITE PROFILE: FRAMING

AP1614

20 Pocket - 5 PIECE FRAMER’S COMFORT LIFT SYSTEM

30
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BALLISTIC POLY POLYESTER

LEATHER

General contractor, carpenter, electrician, construction worker, we make an apron or combo that
will fit your needs. Packed with features, our tool belts are depended upon by more tradesmen
than any other brand. They appreciate Kuny’s quality, value, and features, like our pouch handles,
our gusset pocket design, variety of pouches, belts, and tool holders. We’re always thinking
about how the job gets done, and we build our belts accordingly.
POLYESTER

LEATHER
BALLISTIC POLY

AP760

BALLISTIC POLY

AP1649

POLYESTER

21448

Leather
31

BALLISTIC POLY
AP760
5 PIECE PROFESSIONAL
CARPENTER’S COMBO

POCKETS

18

Totally versatile all parts removable
and interchangeable.

5" Wide padded comfort belt with
double tongue steel roller buckle.

Easy carry handle design provides simple
adjustments, easy carrying and storage
of apron without spilling contents.

Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".

Rugged, lightweight ballistic
poly fabric.
Sta-Open feature on
main reversed pockets.

51452
4 PIECE TOP-OF-THE-LINE PRO-FRAMER’S
COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS

27

› Crafted from super tough, ballistic poly and top
grain leather.

› Easy carry handle design provides for simple

adjustments and easy storage without spilling
contents.

› 8 Main reversed nail/tool pockets.
› 17 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets, pencils,
knife, etc.

› Leather combination square and pry bar holders.
› 5" Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel
roller buckle.

› Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".
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APRONS AND COMBOS

EL1609
3 PIECE ELECTRICIAN’S
COMBO

POCKETS

20

› Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy
carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.

› Totally versatile - all parts removable and interchangeable.
› Rugged, lightweight ballistic fabric.
› Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
› Metal tape chain and tool snap.
› Pocket to hold cordless drill.
› 3" Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel
roller buckle.

› Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".

› Exclusive pocket to carry cordless
drill or other power tools.

AP2617
6-PIECE CARPENTER’S
BALLISTIC COMBO

POCKETS

28

› Double layer of rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
› Adjustable and padded suspenders to hold and distribute
weight comfortably.

› Bottoms of main pockets are reinforced with PVC
material for better resistance to abrasion.

› Prybar or combination square holders.
› 5" Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue
steel roller buckle.

› Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".

AP2602
4 PIECE FRAMER’S BALLISTIC COMBO

POCKETS

16

› Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
› Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments,

easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.

› Gussets keep front pockets wide open for greater access.
› Built-in PVC utility knife pocket helps prevent accidental
pouch punctures.

› Prybar or combination square holders.
› 3" Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel
roller buckle.

› Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".

› Exclusive metal hook to carry cordless
drill, nail gun or other power tools.
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POLYESTER
AP6714
5 PIECE HEAVY-DUTY FRAMER’S
COMFORT LIFT COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS

Unique, padded suspenders engineered
to carry loads comfortably and distribute
weight evenly without strain on lower
back and hips.

31

5" Wide padded comfort belt with
double tongue steel roller buckle.
Easy carry handle design for
simple adjustments and easy
storage without spilling contents.
Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".

Bottoms of main pockets are
reinforced for better resistance
to abrasion.

Improved pockets with more capacity
and easy access to contents.

Made of polyester fabric
and ballistic binding.

› Exclusive metal hook to carry cordless
drill, nail gun or other power tools.

AP1614
5 PIECE FRAMER’S COMFORT
LIFT COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS

20

› Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
› Completely adjustable, padded suspenders

engineered to hold and distribute weight
evenly without strain on lower back and hips.

› Easy carry handle design for simple adjustments
and easy storage without spilling contents.

› Sta-Open main pockets are tapered for faster
access to contents.

› 3" Wide padded belt with steel roller buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".
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4 PIECE COMBO APRON

POCKETS

11

› Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
› 5 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 6 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils,
nail sets, etc.

APRONS AND COMBOS

AP1649

› Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
› Steel hammer loop.
› 2" Wide padded belt with steel roller buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".

AP1429
WORK APRON

POCKETS

12

› Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
› 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 6 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, nail sets, etc.
› Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
› Pry bar or combination square holder.
› 2" Wide web belt with steel buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".
› Metal, swinging hammer holder.

AP1370
WORK APRON

POCKETS

8

› Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
› 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 3 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils,
nail sets, etc.

› Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
› Pry bar or combination square holder.
› 2" Wide web belt with steel buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".

1245
SINGLE SIDED APRON

POCKETS

5

› Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
› 2 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 3 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, etc.
› Metal clip for all sizes of measuring tapes.
› Steel hammer holder.
› 2" Wide web belt fits waists up to 46".
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Leather
21448
4 PIECE PRO FRAMER’S
COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS

15
Easy carry handle design provides
simple adjustments, easy carrying
and storage of combo without spilling
contents.

2¾" Wide heavy leather
belt with double tongue steel
roller buckle.

Fits waist sizes 29"- 46".

Main reversed nail
and tool pockets.

Smaller pockets fit pliers,
nail sets, pencils, knife, etc.

AP401
DELUXE COMPONENT
CONTRACTOR APRON

POCKETS

11

› Made of heavy-duty water repellent leather
for strength and durability.

› Innovative handle design for easy
adjustment and carrying.

› 8 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 3 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils,
nail sets, etc.

› Heavy leather belt with steel roller buckle.
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Premium heavy duty
top grain leather.

DELUXE COMPONENT
CONTRACTOR APRON

POCKETS

14

› Made of heavy-duty water repellent leather
for strength and durability.

APRONS AND COMBOS

AP400

› 3 Multi-positioning pouches.
› Two main pouches have an extra large

reversed front pocket, easy accessible
top pouch and 3 utility pockets.

› Steel hammer holders.
› 3" Heavy leather belt with padded inlay

and additional leather lining for comfort
and support.

AP630
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER APRON

POCKETS

11

› Made of heavy-duty leather for long
life and durability.

› 5 Reversed nail pockets for easy access.
› Center pocket for tape measure, nails
or other tools.

› Steel hammer holders, pencil holder.
› Leather belt with steel roller buckle.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

19427
CONSTRUCTION WORK APRON

POCKETS

12

› Made of heavy-duty leather for long
life and durability.

› 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 6 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets,
pencils, etc.

› Center pocket for measuring tape, nails
or other tools.

› Molded leather holder fits combination square
or pry bar.

› Metal “snap-in” hammer loop.
› 2" Heavy-duty leather belt with double tongue
roller buckle.

› Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".
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AP661
ALL-WEATHER CARPENTER APRON

POCKETS

11

› Made of heavy-duty water repellent
split leather.

› 5 Reversed nail pockets for easy access.
› Center pocket for tape measure, nails
or other tools.

› Steel hammer holders and leather
pencil holder.

› Reinforced at all stress points.
› Heavy leather belt with steel
roller buckle.

AP622
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER APRON

POCKETS

11

› Made of durable split leather.
› 5 Reversed nail pockets for easy access.
› Center pocket for tape or other tools.
› Steel hammer holders, leather
pencil holders.

› Heavy web belt with a twist lock buckle.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

AP622A
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER APRON

POCKETS

11

› Made of durable split leather.
› Heavy-duty web handle carrying system.
› 5 Reversed nail pockets for easy access.
› Center pocket for tape or other tools.
› Steel hammer holders, leather
pencil holders.

› Heavy web belt with roller buckle.
› Reinforced at all stress points.
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JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER APRON

POCKETS

11

› Made of durable split leather.
› 5 Reversed nail pockets for easy access.
› Center pocket for tape or other tools.
› Steel hammer holders, leather

APRONS AND COMBOS

AP625

pencil holders.

› Heavy leather belt with roller buckle.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

AP527X
CONSTRUCTION WORK APRON

POCKETS

12

› Made of durable split leather.
› Double gusset keeps front pockets wide
open for easy access.

› 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 6 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils,
nail sets, etc.

› Center pocket for tape measure, nails
or other tools.

› Leather combination square holder.
› 2" Web belt with roller buckle.

AP1300
CARPENTER APRON

POCKETS

5

› Made of durable split leather.
› 2 Reversed nail pockets for easy access.
› Center pocket for tape or other tools.
› Steel hammer holders.
› Heavy web belt with a twist lock buckle.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

AP710
CHILD’S CARPENTER APRON

POCKETS

5

› Made of durable split leather.
› Just for kids.
› 2 Nail pockets, tape, pencil
and hammer holders.

› Adjustable 1" web belt.
› Rivet reinforced.
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JOBSITE PROFILE: MASONRY

2823

10 Pocket - BALLISTIC NAIL AND TOOL BAG

Bags with our Sta-Open gusset pocket design have a smooth, curved bottom that makes
grasping nails, fasteners or parts a breeze. Hammer holders and tape clips are positioned
for quick access and easy tool return to keep your motion uninterrupted. Whether made
of leather or our rugged, but lightweight poly fabric, we’ve got a bag that’s right for you.
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2823
BALLISTIC NAIL & TOOL BAG

POCKETS

Innovative handle design for
easy adjustment and carrying.

NAIL AND TOOL BAGS

BALLISTIC POLY
10

Rugged, lightweight ballistic
poly fabric.

7 Smaller pockets for hand
tools, pencils, nail sets, etc.

2" Wide web belt with
single tongue roller buckle.

3 Main pockets
for tools and nails.

Metal clip holds all
measuring tape sizes.

Steel hammer loop.

POLYESTER
PK1836
FRAMER’S NAIL & TOOL BAG
WITH POLY WEB BELT

POCKETS

5
2" Poly web belt with
quick release buckle.

Metal clip holds all
measuring tape sizes.

4 Pockets for nails, tools, etc.
Gussets keep front pockets
wide open for greater access.
Made of polyester fabric
and ballistic binding.
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LEATHER
T933

2 Additional upper pockets.

CARPENTER’S NAIL & TOOL BAG

POCKETS

10
Fits belts up to 2 3/4" wide.

Heavy-duty leather.

2 Main pockets
for tools and nails.
6 Smaller pockets for hand
tools, pencils, nail sets, etc.

Metal clip holds all
measuring tape sizes.
Steel hammer loop.

AP450
CARPENTER HALF APRON

POCKETS

CARPENTER’S NAIL & TOOL BAG

POCKETS

8

› Made of heavy-duty water-

› Easy accessible top pouch

› Extra large reversed main

› 3 Inside tool pockets and

resistant oiled tanned leather.

pouch with large reversed
front pouch.

and 3 small utility pockets.
additional side tool slots
for saw or cats claw.

› Fits belts up to 3 ½" wide.
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10

› Made of durable split leather. › Innovative handle design for
› 4 Main nail and tool pockets. easy adjustments and carrying.
› 6 Smaller pockets for pliers, › Metal clip hold all measuring
nail sets, etc.

tape sizes.

NAIL AND TOOL BAGS

AP617

AP719
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER HALF APRON

POCKETS

CARPENTER HALF APRON

POCKETS

5

› Made of durable split leather.
› Large and small reversed
nail pockets for easy access.

› Steel hammer holder and

› Roll over type back.
› Fits belts up to 3" wide.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

leather pencil holder.

3

› Made of durable split leather.
› Large and small reversed nail
pockets for easy access.

› Leather hammer and
pencil holders.

DW1018
DRYWALL POUCH

POCKETS

for easy access.

DW1019
DRYWALL POUCH

POCKETS

3

› Made of durable split leather.
› 3 Pouches reversed

› Fits belts up to 3" wide.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

3

› Made of durable split leather.
› 3 Pouches reversed
for easy access.

DW1040
DRYWALL/TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

for long life and durability.

› 4 Large reversed pockets

for easy access and greater
capacity.

› Fits belts up to 3" wide.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

DW1024
DRYWALL POUCH

POCKETS

5

› Made of heavy-duty leather

› Roll over type back.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

› Fits belts up to 3" wide.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

4

› Made of heavy-duty split leather. › Fits belts up to 3" wide.
› Reinforced at all stress points.
› 4 Pouches reversed
for easy access.
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JOBSITE PROFILE: ELECTRICAL

EL1509

21 Pocket - ZIPPERED PROFESSIONAL ELECTRICIAN’S TOOL POUCH

TOOLS
We’ve got you covered with our offering of leather, or heavy-duty fabric tool pouches in multiple
configurations to satisfy the needs of just about any electrician, maintenance technician,
drywaller, or all-around handyman. Pockets are designed to fit the tools you use.
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BALLISTIC POLY
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRICIAN’S POUCH

POCKETS

Innovative handle design for
easy adjustment and carrying.

TOOL Pouches

EL5505

12

Rugged, lightweight ballistic
poly fabric.

6 Large screwdriver holders.

Electrical tape chain
and tool snap.

3 Large main pockets and 3
smaller pockets.

Metal clip holds all
measuring tape sizes.

POLYESTER
Rubber handle and padded
shoulder strap design for easy
storage and the ideal way to
carry loaded tool pouch.

EL1509
ZIPPERED PROFESSIONAL
ELECTRICIAN’S TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

21

3 Outside large
screwdriver holders.

Zippered top flap to
prevent spillage of tools
when not in use.

Outside pocket to hold
cell phone holder.

Made of polyester fabric
and ballistic binding.

› Zippered cover to keep tools secure
when not in use.
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EL1503
ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

9

› Made of polyester fabric.
› Attach to belt with metal clip or belt loop.
› 3 Internal pocket sleeves and 6 external pockets.
› Electrical tape strap.

SW1504

PL99
TOOL AND CELL PHONE HOLDER

POCKETS

MULTI-PURPOSE “CARRY-ALL” TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

4

› 4 Pockets with one padded

› Made of polyester fabric.
› Attach to belt with snap

pocket to fit most compact
cell phones.

closure, or carry securely
in pocket with wide padded
flap.

› Webbing loop for small flashlights

9

› Made of polyester fabric.
› Main zippered compartment
with 7 internal pockets.

or other tools.

› Electrical tape strap.

› 2 External pockets and 5 web
loops.

› Carabiner for keys, small
tools,etc.

EL1524
MEDIUM ZIPTOP UTILITY POUCH

POCKETS

› Made of polyester fabric and

› ‘J’-clip, tape strap, and measuring
tape clip.

› Snap-back feature helps keep › Zipper cover secures parts and
cover out of the way.

tools in pouch.
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SMALL ZIPTOP UTILITY POUCH

POCKETS

11

ballistic binding.

EL1523

kunysleather.com

7

› Made of polyester fabric and
ballistic binding.

› Additional large front panel
pocket.

› Snap-back feature helps keep › Zipper cover secures parts and
cover out of the way.

tools in pouch.

LEATHER
TOOL Pouches

EL809

EL521
ELECTRICIAN’S TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

ELECTRICIAN’S TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

8

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.
› 7 Smaller front and side

pockets hold screwdrivers,
wrenches, etc.

› Large box-shaped main pocket
for extra large tool capacity.

› Leather hammer loop.
› Tape chain and metal tool clip.

8

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Main deep pocket.
› 6 Additional front and side
pockets for screwdrivers,
wrenches, etc.

› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.
› Leather hammer loop.
› Leather measuring tape holder.
› Electrical tape chain and metal
tool clip.

EL740
ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL CARRIER

POCKETS

POCKETS

17

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Box-shaped design
prevents tipping.

› Electrical tape chain.

DW1017
DRYWALL TOOL POUCH

› Large divided main pocket
for extra tool capacity.

› Leather reinforced carrying

7

› Heavy-duty Leather.
› Tool compartments inside.

› Leather drywall saw pouch,
tape holder and knife case.

handle and electrical tape chain.

407

700
LEATHER TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

5

› 2 Screwdriver loops.
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.
› Large main pocket.
› 2 Smaller molded front pockets.

BOX-SHAPED, ALL-PURPOSE TOOL POUCH

POCKETS

1

› Fits belts up to 2" wide.
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Main molded pocket 41/4" x 71/2".
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JOBSITE PROFILE: FRAMING

SG5023

CORDLESS DRILL HOLSTER

ACCESSIBILITY
Some tools deserve special treatment. We’ve created a line of tool holders so you can get right to
that tool you use the most. Whether it’s your tape measure, hammer, pliers, cordless drill, or cell
phone, we’ve got a holder to keep it close at hand. Check out our full line of versatile holders and
we’re sure you’ll find one that’s just right.
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Tool holders

SG5023

SG5021

5024

CORDLESS DRILL HOLSTER

IMPACT DRIVER HOLSTER

CORDLESS DRILL HOOK

› Holds most brands of cordless drills.
› Hook and loop feature to keep
strap back when not in use.

› Made of polyester fabric.
› Designed for smaller 10.8V - 18V drivers.
› Adjustable strap and quick release buckle

for complete bit organization.

› Hook and loop feature to keep strap back

› Conveniently holds most cordless drills.
› Ball-capped hook safely holds your drill.
› Hook storable in a closed position.
› Elastic webbing sleeve and pockets for bits

› Multiple outer pockets and sleeves
› Adjustable strap and quick release buckle
holds driver securely in place.

holds driver securely in place.

PH47

SW1105

4 POCKET MULTI-PURPOSE TOOL
HOLDER

5 POCKET CELL PHONE AND
TOOL HOLDER

› Securely holds small tools or accessories

› Made of durable polyester fabric.
› Versatile 3-way attachment for pants, web

like pliers, mini flashlights,screwdrivers, etc.

› Versatile 3-way attachment for pants,
web suspenders, work aprons, etc.

› Made of polyester fabric.

and extensions.

when not in use.

suspenders, work aprons, etc.

› Securely holds small tools and accessories
like pliers, mini-flashlights, screwdrivers,
multi-tools, etc.

SC5127

SW1518
TOOL AND KNIFE HOLDER

› Made of polyester fabric.
› Designed for utility and “lock back”-style
knives, pliers or snips.

› Sleeves for pens, markers, carpenter’s
pencils, with measuring tape clip.

› Easily snaps on to belts up to 2" wide.

HM1218

PL767P

SMARTPHONE HOLDER

LARGE TAPE HOLDER

PLIER / TOOL HOLDER

› Versatile 3-way attachment for belts

› Made of polyester fabric.
› Heavy-duty clip on back.
› Quick access rolling strap.
› Rivet Reinforced.

› Made of polyester fabric.
› Fits narrow-type hand tools up to 10" long.
› Carabiner loop holder.
› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.

and pants.

› Elastic side pockets for pens, pencils,
small tools, etc.

› Holds most brand of smartphones.
› Heavy-duty clip on back and padded inside
to protect cell phones.
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HM224

HM1214
MEASURING TAPE HOLDER

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Molded leather body retains
shape.

› Snap closure safety strap

MEASURING TAPE CLIP

› Riveted construction.
› Easy out keel design.
› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.

› Fits belts up to 2¼" wide.
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Metal clip holds all measuring
tape sizes.

helps secure measuring tape.

HM220

HM213
STEEL LOOP HAMMER HOLDER

“SNAP-IN” SWINGING HAMMER HOLDER

› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Cradle design reduces hammer

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Snap-in design for quick

movement.

insertion.

› Swing feature keeps
hammer vertical.

› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.

HM216
HAMMER & KNIFE OR TOOL HOLDER

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Lock stitched and rivet
reinforced.

› Cradle design steel hammer
holder.

› Roll over type back.
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HM219
STEEL SWINGING HAMMER HOLDER

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Cradle design keeps
hammer secure.

› Swing feature keeps
hammer vertical.

› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.

Tool holders

PL768

PL19
PLIER HOLDER

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits narrow-type hand tools
up to 10" long.

PLIER HOLDER

› Molded leather retains shape.
› Fits belts up to 2¼" wide.

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits narrow-type hand tools
up to 10" long.

› Slotted safety snap.
› Fits belts up to 2¼" wide.

› Molded leather retains shape.

PH38

PL18
PLIER / TOOL HOLDER

MISCELLANEOUS TOOL POUCH

› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Molded, closed-bottom design

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Holds pens, markers, tape,

retains shape.

utility knife, etc.

› 2" Wide belt slots.
› Rivet reinforced.

PH34

PH40
UTILITY KNIFE, PEN/PENCIL HOLDER

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Holds a knife, pen/pencil, felt

marker and other misc. tools.

› Quick-release snap belt loop.

UTILITY POUCH

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Holds a knife, pencil, felt

› Excellent for warehouse and
utility use.

marker and other misc.
tools.
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PL20
ECONOMY PLIER / TOOL HOLDER

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits narrow-type hand tools

PL36
PIPE AND CRESCENT WRENCH POUCH

› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.

up to 10" long.

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Lock stitched and rivet

› Fits belts up to 2¾" wide.

reinforced.

PL21
UTILITY KNIFE & PLIER HOLDER

› Utility Knife & Plier Holder
› Heavy- duty leather.
› All rivet construction.

CS5045
WEDGE POUCH

› Belt slots.
› Fits most standard utility style
trim knives and most pliers.

› Made of water repellant
leather.

› Roll over belt loop fits belts

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits 31/2 to 4 pound axe.

BR414
AXE SHEETH

› Quick-release snap closure.
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BR411
LARGE AXE SHEETH

› Fits 2 standard wedges, files

kunysleather.com

› Quick-release snap closure.
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits most standard camp axes.

Tool holders

PL32
4 WAY LINEMAN TOOL POUCH

2 POCKET TOOL / PLIER HOLDER

› Bottom is vented to prevent

› Heavy-duty leather.
› 4 Way pouch made for

collection of dirt.

› Fits belts up to 2" wide.
› Double backed and riveted.

pliers, screwdriver, rule
adjustable wrenches,
and knife snap

PL29

CS5050

› 2 Front tool snaps.
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Loop-style pockets stay open. › Fits belts up to 2¼" wide.
› Tapered screwdriver holder.

SW700

EL803

FALLERS TOOL POUCH

SPUD WRENCH HOLDER

ELECTRICAL SIDE POUCH

› Made of split leather.
› One large pocket with back wall tool slots.
› Four front pockets with roll over

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Large belt loop with roll over type back.
› Holds 2 wrenches.

› Heavy-duty leather.
› Rollover back to fit industrial belts.
› Designed for plumbers, electricians

type back fits belts up to 3" wide.

and maintenance personnel.

› Fold over flap with snaps to secure

› Fold over flap to close pouch

connectors inside.

and retain contents.

WR100

WR203

WR207

WELDER'S POUCH

WRENCH CASE

WRENCH AND TOOL CASE

› Made of split leather.
› Large pouch for welding rods with a snap

› Made of split leather.
› Holds full open wrench set.
› Fold over flap to hold wrenches in place.
› Leather string tie.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

› Made of split leather.
› Holds open wrenches or other tools.
› Leather string tie.
› Reinforced at all stress points.

for striker.

› Loop for slag hammer.
› Rviet reinforced.
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JOBSITE PROFILE: COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION

R101

3 PIECE HEAVYWEIGHT PVC RAIN SUIT

™
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CLIMATE GEAR

R102

R101
3 PIECE POLYESTER RAIN SUIT

3 PIECE HEAVYWEIGHT PVC RAIN SUIT

SIZES

SIZES

M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

› Constructed with heavyweight › Rear mesh vents for
0.35mm PVC with polyester
backing.

› Jacket, bib pants

breathability.

› Bib style pants with snap fly

front and adjustable straps.

and drawstring hood.

M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

› Constructed with 0.18mm

› Drawstring elastic waist pants

› Jacket, elastic pants and

› Storm front jacket with double

polyester.

detachable drawstring hood.

for comfortable fit.
fly snap.

› Rear mesh panel for breathability.

R103
3 PIECE NYLON RAIN SUIT

SIZES

M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

› Constructed with 0.18mm

› Storm front jacket with

› Jacket, elastic pants and

› Drawstring elastic waist pants.
› Internal back mesh panel

nylon.

detachable drawstring hood.

› Black with gold striping.

R105
2 PIECE HEAVYWEIGHT PVC TRENCH COAT

zippered closure.

for breathability.

SIZES

M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

› Constructed with heavyweight
0.35mm PVC with polyester
backing.

› Trench coat and detachable

› Storm front coat with double
fly snap.

› Rear mesh panel for breathability.

drawstring hood.
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JOBSITE PROFILE: SHORING

EL892

ELASTIC BACK SUPPORT BELT
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BELTS AND SUSPENDERS

We’ve designed our tool belts and pouches to carry the necessities that get you through your day,
and our high quality work belts and suspenders help carry the load. Whether your preference is
for lighter weight, breathable polyester or tried-and-true leather, we have a belt that’s sure to fit.
And if you’re the type that likes to load up your apron or pouches with a tool for any situation, our
suspenders will help distribute that extra weight and shoulder the load a little more comfortably.

EL892
ELASTIC BACK SUPPORT BELT

SIZE

Fits waist sizes 28" - 47".

EL888 - Fits waist sizes 46" - 56".

8" Wide heavy-duty elastic
back panel.

1¼" Wide elastic adjustable
suspenders.

4 Internal stays provide
extra susport.

5" Wide elastic side bands for
custom fit.

EL881
5" WIDE PADDED COMFORT BELT

SIZE

ONE SIZE

› Heavy-duty double layer

lightweight fabric will not rot,
crack, harden or mildew.

› Foam padding with breathable
mesh.
› Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".

EL5623
3" WIDE PADDED COMFORT BELT

SIZE

› 2" Double tongue steel
roller buckle.

› Grip strip fastening system

holds pouches securely in place.

E881X - Fits waist sizes 47"- 55".

ONE SIZE

› Heavy-duty double layer

lightweight fabric will not rot,
crack, harden or mildew.

› Foam padding with breathable
mesh.
› Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".

› 2" Double tongue steel
roller buckle.

› Grip strip fastening system

holds pouches securely in place.
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EL901
1.5" LEATHER WORK BELT

2" LEATHER WORK BELT

SIZES

EL900

SIZE

ONE SIZE

› Steel single tongue roller buckle.
› Top Grain Leather.
› Trim to fit waist sizes 29"- 46". EL901A - XLarge

ONE SIZE

› Top Grain Leather.
› Steel single tongue roller

› Trim to fit waist sizes 29" - 46".

buckle.

EL899
2" WIDE LEATHER WORK BELT

SIZE

EL904
NYLON WORK BELT

SIZE

ONE SIZE

› Trim to fit waist sizes 29" - 46"

› Steel double tongue roller
buckle.

› Heavy-duty leather.

ONE SIZE

› Heavy-duty nylon web.
› Heavy-duty steel buckle.

› Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".

SP90

EL898
2" POLY WEB WORK BELT

SIZE

PADDED CONSTRUCTION SUSPENDERS

SIZE

ONE SIZE

› Heavy-duty poly web.
› Quick-release buckle.

› Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".
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ONE SIZE

› Designed to transfer weight

from waist to shoulders.
› Fully adjustable length, front
and back to fit most sizes.

› Convenient quick fastening
system.

› Heavy-duty padding for user
comfort.

› Heavy-duty web for extra strength.

BELTS AND SUSPENDERS

SP15YT
HEAVY - DUTY TAPE RULE ELASTIC SUSPENDERS

SIZES

SP15R - Red
SP15N - Navy
SP15BL - Black

SP17R
HEAVY - DUTY WORK SUSPENDERS

comfort.

› 2" Wide heavy-duty webbing
for extra strength.

› Heavy-duty front and rear clips.

ONE SIZE

› Adjustable to fit most sizes.
› Elastic rear straps for added
comfort.

› 2" Wide heavy-duty webbing
for extra strength.

› Heavy-duty front and rear clips.

HI-VISIBILITY

14110

HEAVY - DUTY HI-VIZ™ WORK SUSPENDERS

SIZES

ONE SIZE

› Adjustable to fit most sizes.
› Elastic rear straps for added

HEAVY - DUTY WORK SUSPENDERS

SIZES

ONE SIZE

› Adjustable to fit most sizes. › 2" Wide heavy-duty elastic straps.
› Heavy-duty front and rear clips. › Nylon stitched for durability.

SIZES

SP17BL

ONE SIZE

› Adjustable to fit most sizes.
› Elastic rear straps for added
comfort.

› 2" Wide heavy-duty webbing
for extra strength.

› Heavy-duty front and rear clips.
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CANVAS
We’ve got a great mix of heavy-duty canvas waist aprons, bib aprons, and buckets. We’ve crafted
in our renowned Kuny's quality to give them more utility and great value. And like the rest of our
products, our canvas items are built tough.

AP503

AP504

CANVAS WAIST APRON

CANVAS WORK APRON

POCKETS

POCKETS

5

› Machine washable.
› 2 Polypropylene hammer loops.
› One size fits most.

› Heavy-duty cotton canvas.
› Pockets for tools, pencils,
parts, etc.

2

› 2 Large pockets for nails,
screws, tools, etc.

› Double stitched for extra strength.
› One size fits most.

SW721
CANVAS NUT & BOLT BAG

COTTON WORK APRON

› Canvas loop accepts belts up

› Heavy-duty canvas

to 4" wide.

duck construction.

› Large main pocket and

2 tapered spud wrench holders.

CHAIN SAW CHAPS
board standard of British
Columbia ppe1-97 3600
threshold chain speed.

› Secures to back of legs with

nylon belt and snap-loc buckle

› 1½" Nylon waist belt with

› Made of heavy nylon material.
› 26" Kevlar protective pads.

durable snap-loc buckle.

› W.C.B. approved
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3

› 2 Bib pad and pencil pockets. › Machine washable.
› 36" Overall length for good
› Waist pocket for tools,
parts, etc.

AP212K

› Meets workers compensation

BS60

protection.

› One size fits most.

CANVAS

SW722
PLASTIC BOTTOM CANVAS BUCKET

LOAD RATING

LEATHER BOTTOM CANVAS BUCKET

LOAD RATING

150 LBS

› Back-braided lifting rope.
› Made of heavy-duty
canvas material.

› High strength top ring.

SW744

› Plastic bottom section

for strength and durability.

› 100 LBS Load Rating.

150 LBS

› Back-braided lifting rope.
› Made of heavy-duty
canvas material.

› High strength top ring.

SW788
LEATHER BOTTOM CANVAS BUCKET WITH
PARACHUTE TOP

LOAD RATING

150 LBS

› Drawstring top closure.
› Back-braided lifting rope.
› Made of heavy-duty
canvas material.

› Top Grain Leather

base construction.

› 100 LBS Load Rating.

SW725
CANVAS MESSENGER BAG

POCKETS

7

› High strength top ring.
› Top Grain Leather

› Heavy-duty canvas construction. › Adjustable hoop and loop
› Adjustable waist belt with quick closure flap.
release buckle that can be used › One large main pocket,

› 100 LBS Load Rating.

› Heavy-duty stitching.

base construction.

a shoulder strap.

with four small pockets
inside and 2 small pockets
on the outside.
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TOOL LANYARDS
Tool lanyards are specifically designed to attach securely at one end to common hand tools and
at the other end to a structure or a worker’s belt or harness. Lanyards are designed to extend
to various lengths and withstand defined load limits while being easily used by workers who may
find themself in a position in which an accidentally dropped tool could cause unwanted damage,
bodily injury, or death.

1025
INTERCHANGEABLE END
TOOL LANYARD (41"– 56")

TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT

Cinch or carabiner
belt attachment.

6 LBS.

3 Interchangeable
tool ends for quick
tool changes.
Convenient webbing loop
for belt attachment.

High visibility ¾" webbing
with internal shock cord.

10" Webbing loop with dual-channel
lock for secure tool attachment.
FOR TOOLS UP TO 6 LBS.

1030
HEAVY-DUTY LANYARD (39"–56")

TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT

6 LBS.

› High visibility ¾" webbing with internal
shock cord.

› 10" Webbing loop with dual-channel lock
for secure tool attachment.

› Cinch or carabiner belt attachment.
› Convenient webbing loop for belt attachment.
› For tools up to 6 lbs.
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1020

TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT

6 LBS.

› High visibility ½" webbing with internal
shock cord.

› 10" Webbing loop with dual-channel

TOOL LANYARDS

TOOL LANYARD (31"-44")

lock for secure tool attachment.

› Cinch or carabiner belt attachment.
› Convenient webbing loop for belt attachment.
› For tools up to 6 lbs.

1005
WRIST LANYARD

TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT

2.5 LBS.

› Secure hook-and-loop wrist closure.
› 10" Webbing loop with dual-channel
lock for secure tool attachment.

› For tools up to 2.5 lbs.

1010
WRIST LANYARD – INTERCHANGEABLE

TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT

2.5 LBS.

› 3 Interchangeable tool ends for quick
tool changes.

› Secure hook-and-loop wrist closure.
› 10" Webbing loop with dual-channel
lock for secure tool attachment.

› For tools up to 2.5 lbs.
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Textured TPR wrist strap with
secure hook and loop closure.

Spandex backing for breathablity
and agility.

Stretch-fit thumb for a better
fit and greater flexibility.

Heavy-duty TPR knuckle for
protectionagainst bumps.

Finger padding for
bump protection.

Neoprene padded knuckles
protect against bumps
and scrapes.
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Textured sure grip for
extra gripand wearabilty.

Full neoprene cuff keeps debris
out with textured pull-on tab.

Terry-wipe thumb to remove
sweat or debris from face.

Synthetic leather palm coverage
fordurability and comfort.

Reinforced fingertips
for enhancedwear
and durability.

Stretchable lycra finger sidepanels
for added dexterity.

Reinforced padded palm for
enhancedwear and durability.

Welcome to the KUNY'S work glove section. Our latest glove offering, right here at your
fingertips. Inside you’ll find a broad selection of styles for a multitude of applications. Our
product designers have worked tirelessly to create some classic styles with innovative features
that fit the needs of even the most discerning tradesman. We’ve selected the right materials
and use tested construction techniques to give you superior wear. And, not only are our products
built right, stylish and functional,they fit right, too. We take great pride in being a leader in the
work glove category.
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HI Dexterity
Kuny's Flex Grip gloves deliver an unmatched blend of style, function and quality. They’re form-fitted
for added dexterity and reduced fatigue. We use quality materials and time-tested construction
methods to make this dynamically styled line the best-of-the-best in high dexterity gloves. Our
Synthetic palm material provides increased abrasion resistance for better wear. And our Stretch-Fit
thumb feature and spandex back combine for a better fitting glove with greater flexibility.

Full neoprene cuff with textured TPR wrist strap with medical
grade hook and loop closure, and textured pull-on tab.

145
TRADESMAN™

SIZES

Terry-wipe thumb helps gently remove
sweat or debris from face.

M, L, X
Stretch spandex back
for flexibility and fit.

Heavy-duty TPR
knuckle for protection
against bumps.

Reinforced fingertips
for enhanced wear
and durability.

Neoprene padded knuckles
protect against bumps
and scrapes.

Synthetic leather palm material
for increased abrasion and tear
resistance.

125
HANDYMAN

SIZES

SIZES

› Padded synthetic leather palm

material is soft and comfortable
to wear.

› Elastic cuff design with textured
pull-on tab for easy-on, easy-off.

› Textured fingertip pads provide

› Padded knuckles for protection
against bumps.

› Stretch spandex back for flexibility
and fit.

› 3 Touch screen fingertips

for use with mobile devices.

M, L, X

› Extra coverage palm is

› Full neoprene cuff with medical

› Fingerless design for better

› Stretch-Fit thumb and spandex

reinforced for added abrasion
resistance and better grip.

dexterity and feel for small
parts and nails.

› Padded fingers and knuckles

for protection against bumps.
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140
PRO FRAMER XC™

S, M, L, X

added abrasion resistance.

Reinforced padded
palm for enhanced
wear and durability.

kunysleather.com

grade hook and loop closure and
textured pull-on tab.
back for flexibility and fit.

› Textured TPR wrist closure with
secure hook and loop closure.

Full neoprene cuff with textured TPR wrist strap with medical
grade hook and loop closure, and textured pull-on tab.

130
SUBCONTRACTOR™

Terry-wipe thumb helps gently remove
sweat or debris from face.

M, L, X, XX
Stretch spandex back
for flexibility and fit.

WORK GLOVES

SIZES

Padded knuckles
provide protection
against bumps.

Synthetic leather palm material
for increased abrasion and tear
resistance.

Reinforced fingertips
for enhancedwear
and durability.

Padded palm for enhanced
wear and durability.

Ring-Cut feature easily converts
to “fingerless” glove of your choice.

135
BOXER™

SIZES

126
WORKRIGHT XC™

SIZES

M, L, X

› Silicone palm print provides

› Padded palm and knuckles provide
better grip on smooth surfaces. protection against bumps.

› Synthetic leather palm material › Wide elastic cuff with medical
for increased abrasion and tear
resistance.

› Fingertip pads provide added
abrasion resistance.

grade hook and loop closure and
textured pull-on tab.

› Textured TPR wrist closure.

M, L, X

› Extra coverage palm is

reinforced for added abrasion
resistance and better grip.

› Elastic cuff with hook and loop

closure and textured pull-on tab.

› Padded knuckles for protection
against bumps.

› Stretch spandex back for flexibility
and fit..

› Terry-wipe thumb helps
gently remove sweat
or debris from face.
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123
WORKRIGHT OC

SIZES

™

124
WORKRIGHT

M, L, X

SIZES

™

M, L, X

› Padded synthetic palm material › Padded knuckles for protection

› Padded synthetic palm material › Padded knuckles for protection

› Open cuff design with textured › Stretch spandex back for flexibility

› Elastic cuff with hook and loop

› Textured fingertip pads provide

› Reinforced fingertip pads

is soft and comfortable to wear.

pull-on tab for easy-on, easy-off.

against bumps.
and fit.

is soft and comfortable to wear.

against bumps.

› Stretch spandex back for flexibility

closure and textured pull-on tab. and fit.

added abrasion resistance.

provide added abrasion
resistance.

L123
WORKRIGHT WINTER

SIZES

SIZES

L, X

› Textured fingertip pads provide

› Cold weather insulated

added abrasion resistance.

for warmth.

› Padded synthetic palm material › Padded knuckles for protection
is soft and comfortable to wear.

› Open cuff design with textured

pull-on tab for easy-on, easy-off.

against bumps.

› Stretch spandex back for
flexibility and fit.
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™
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™

M, L, X

› Synthetic palm material
for increased abrasion
and tear resistance.

› Padded palm, fingers and

knuckles provide protection
against bumps.

› Fingertip pads provide added
abrasion resistance.

› Elastic cuff with medical grade
hook and loop closure and
textured pull-on tab.

*Mossy Oak ® is a trademark used
under license from Hass Outdoors,
Inc., by CLC.

Full neoprene cuff with molded TPR
wrist strap with hook and loop closure.

275

SIZES

Keystone thumb with gusset stitching.

M, L, X
Stretch spandex back
for flexibility and fit.

WORK GLOVES

TOP GRAIN GOATSKIN
WITH REINFORCED PALM

Leather knuckles.

Stretchable lycra side
panels for improved
dexterity.

Reinforced textured palm
pads and fingertips for
better grip and durability.

Top grain goatskin leather.

220B
PIT CREW MECHANIC’S GLOVES
™

SIZES

SPEED CREW MECHANIC’S GLOVES

SIZES

M, L, X

› Wing closing wrist strap.
› Padded knuckle and palm.
› Synthetic leather.

217
™

› Stretch spandex.
› Neoprene cuff.

M, L, X

› Synthetic palm material.
› Elastic wrist cuff.
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